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Washed sand, 0.2-2mm grain size without silt or clayey parts, laid to
min. 300mm depth in accordance with EN 1176-1-2016.

Chesnut Pale Fence

Exposed aggregate concrete

High quality precast concrete 'plank style' paving block; 5-7 different
size paving units laid to a linear pattern

Woodland understory to be managed for biodiversity with
existing grassed areas allowed to develop naturally

Asphalt surfaced pathway defined by a concrete kerbing unit on
both sides.

Hard binding gravel - 6mm down to dust compacted Ballylusk or
equivalent.

Mechanically chipped wood, 5mm to 30mm grain size, laid to min.
300mm depth in accordance with EN 1176-1-2016.

Existing grass sward replaced with wildflower meadow seeded
areas to increase ecological potential and biodiversity generally.

Proposed new park entrances to provide direct points of access from surrounding
streets

This drawing is the copyright of áit urbanism + landscape. Unless otherwise stated all dimensions

are in millimetres. Where dimensions are not given, drawings must not be scaled and the

matter must be referred to the Landscape Architect. If the drawing includes conflicting

details/dimensions the matter must be referred to the Landscape Architect. All dimensions must

be checked on site. The Landscape Architect must be informed, by the Contractor, of any

discrepencies before work proceeds.
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